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Lunch with Minister of Foreign Affairs Mr.Edgars Rinkevics (ER) 
 
FM pointed that she has high expectations on upcoming LV Presidency since this is start of her HRVP 
mandate. FM asked ER to elaborate on Eastern Neighbourhood as LV has a lot of experience in. FM 
handed over the list of meetings to be chaired on behalf of her during the LV Presidency.  
 
Minister gave brief overview of discussion over tête-à-tête meeting with FM. On Eastern Partnership 
Summit Riga, LV would like to see that it provides roadmap for partners, especially those who have 
signed Association Agreements. Elections in Moldova should be monitored closely. Impact of the 
ministerial changes in Georgia to be seen. On Ukraine Minister said that he looks forward to the 
discussion on this in FAC on Nov 17.  Sanctions against Russia are one part of policy. Political 
processes between Ukraine and Russia should be encouraged.  
 
On Belarus he informed on upcoming visit in January and expressed will to have representative from 
EEAS present. Clearly sees opportunity of engaging Belarus in EaP process including high level 
participation in Eastern Partnership Riga Summit.  
 
Minister also informed about his intention to prepare for Gymnich to be held in March in Riga. 
Eastern Partnership Summit would be top priority to discuss. Presence of the Eastern Partnership 
Foreign Ministers present for Gymnich was raised. 
 
HRVP replied on Eastern Partnership summit that overall it should be organised in a way that it could 
add value. Overall the political expectations of partners are one of the crucial aspects that need to be 
addressed in preparatory stage. On Belarus HRVP encouraged LV side to work on this using 
experience and relations between the two countries. Concerning the ER visit to Georgia next week 
FM proposed that in next FAC, there would be a slot for ER to brief Council.  
 
Apart from Eastern Partnership Summit FM sees other priorities for LV Presidency – the CSDP 
discussion in June European Council. Including the intention to launch the review of the strategy in 
the light of current geopolitical and security challenges in the world.  Another important event is EU-
CECLAC summit  in June as a refreshing start of relations with Latin America.  
 
Minister informed on his intention to send official letter outlining ideas for the review of the CSDP.  
Other issues mentioned by Minister – Ebola, Climate Package, Middle East, ISIS. ER sees one of the 
important tasks for EU to create Energy Union seeing there important role for FAC and Commission.  
 
Minister also mentioned importance of TTIP.He sees that after mid-term elections in US the 
Republicans will be more sceptical towards TTIP. 
 
HRVP replied on TTIP – saying that mood in EP and National Parliaments is quite critical towards TTIP. 
But encouraged that involved parties should work together. She mentioned efforts already 
undertaken by Cssr Malmstrom, including her recent and planned visits to MS capitals. TTIP is 
important not only for economic reasons but also for political reasons. False myths should be 
demolished.  
 



On energy HRVP sees that this should be part of Foreign Affairs vision. And this is more security issue 
than economic issue today, including for the Baltic region.  
 
FM thanked LV side for deployment of highly professional troops in Mali and Central African 
Republic.  
 
Minister informed that Central Asia is one of LV priorities for the presidency. Informed about 
initiative of LV Transport ministry (although late) to organise ASEM Transport ministers meeting 
during LV Presidency. The issue of EU special representatives was discussed in relation to Central 
Asia.  
 
FM informed about her recent visit to Middle-East.  
 


